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QWrite the Synonyms of the following words. 

26. prompt 
1. baffle Lontound 

dillqen 
27. applicable 

2. industrious 
28. citation 

3. introvert eticent
29. egocentric 
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4. pacify 

5. turbulent 30. enact 

6. melancholy 31. beget 

32. glean harvegt7. obstinate 

8. antiquated - Gutaatd 33. descend -Londous 
q -OVearDught 34. ascend 

-flaunie 
9. hysterical 

10. prance 35. trace 

11. retract Laithrod 36. camouflage diigul 
12. fabricate fakiky 37. shuffle 
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13. skim Yemove 38. declamation 
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14. execute 39. dispatch 

15. contrivance 40. bulletin b riet regert 
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16. designate 41. clichee 

17. novice 42. articulate - elegutnt 

18. competent proficico. 43. malign haymiu 
19. vexed Cnn oyeol 44. sarcastic 
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- Sho:lae 20. forbid 45. dearth 

21. astute 46. acquit - enone rd 
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47. tactful 
23. pristine 

24. somber 49. cautious Caye 

25. veteran exsevience d 50. mandate to as19 



Comprehension Passage No. 2) Dn ily 

Read the passage and answer the questions that follow: 

Birds are warm blooded creatures. Their bodies are coVered with featherc , 

help to keep them warm and dry. Though all birds have wings, sone, like th 

penguin and ostrich cannot fly. The body of the birds are designed to be as lighta 

possible, like hollow bones and a streamlined body, which help them in flying, 

Birds have various kinds of beaks, feet and claws according to their diet an 

Way of lite. Birds have no teeth and their beaks are made of horn. 

The heron has a long slender beak for spearing fish, while a hawk has a sharo 

Curved beak for tearing meat. A parrot has a very strong beak for cracking nuts, 

When a bird flaps its wings its feathers push the air back and downwards, so 

that the bird moves forward and up. Together with the tail, the wings help the bird to 

steer, brake and land. 
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Birds differ enormously in colour, size and shape. The largest bird, the ostrich 

which can grow upto two and a half metres tall cannot fly but can run very fast. The 

smallest bird is the humming bird which hovers in mid air and even flies backwards 

beating its wings at great speed. Birds eat different food. For example, quails eat 

grass and parrots eat fruits and nuts. 

Because of oily waterproof feathers, some birds can swim too. These birds eat 

food like fish, snails and water plants. 
Some birds like the heron cannot swim, but live on the edge of water. Some 

birds like the woodpeckers and bee-eaters eat insects. 

Some large birds like the eagle, kill their prey with their strong beaks and 

claws. Their eyesight is very good which enables them to see any small movement 

on the ground. Thus they can identify their prey from a long distance. 

Q1. What kind of feet and claws do birds have? 

Q2. Howdoes a bird move forward and upwards? 

Q3. What is said about the largest bird ? 
Q4. Whatis rare about the way a humming bird flies? 
Q5. Howis it that some birds can swim without their feathers getting wet? 

What is said about the heron and the woodpecker? Q6. 
Q7. Howis the body of a bird designed? 
Q8. What do the wings, with the help of the tail, help the bird to do? 

Q9. What is special about the eyesight of an eagle?


